Application Modernisation Services

Bringing agility,
innovation and scale
to your business

Running applications on an aging IT infrastructure
can present a variety of business challenges.
From time-consuming application changes to the
costs of scaling, it’s no surprise that organisations
are migrating to the cloud.
Having made the decision to move to a cloud infrastructure,
organisations must form a strategy to migrate their
applications. A ‘lift and shift’ approach to Microsoft Azure
can offer significant benefits, but the true value is seen
when applications are modernised to utilise Azure platform
services.
Through our approach, we help drive application innovation
and modernisation using the latest Microsoft solutions.
We apply repeatable patterns to help accelerate
modernisation, maximise agility, reduce risk and achieve
scale faster.
Our team of experienced cloud architects and developers
work with organisations to refactor, rearchitect or rebuild
their applications to get the most from their Azure
environment. Today and in the future.

Benefits of
Application
Modernisation:
Unleash cloud agility
and innovation
Reduce your Total Cost
of Ownership
Scale your application
using Azure managed
services
Identify and scale
the parts of your
application that matter
Utilise platform as a
service components
Quickly deploy new
applications

Application Modernisation Services:
Maximise agility
Transform your existing applications to enable
cloud agility and innovation.
Scale
Reduce reliance on aging infrastructure.
Use Azure managed services to scale your
applications.
Modernise
Identify whether you need to refactor, rearchitect
or rebuild your applications.

The way we work
Our Application Modernisation Services are underpinned
by our Azure DevOps approach. We apply a DevOps
mindset and tooling to the build and delivery of our
solutions: automation, repeatability and monitoring are
prominent themes throughout the process.

Re-imagine how.
By combining
ingenuity, agility and
integrity, KCOM goes
beyond the mandate:
shaping solutions to
meet the demands of
emerging and future
business challenges.
KCOM believes
that the greatest
opportunities lie in
the unknown. That
there is always an
alternative, smarter
way to achieve
business goals.
To re-imagine how.

Our templated approach is shaped by our experience.
We get your applications up and running faster,
while teaching your teams to build their own delivery
pipelines using the same proven processes.
A cloud strategy should never be treated as ‘done’.
It’s important to continually review and assess the
performance of your applications and infrastructure to
ensure they remain optimised. Our teams can manage your
Azure environments in-life, or work with your own teams,
to ensure they have the support they need.
Find out more
To learn more about our approach to application
modernisation, and to discuss your organisation’s needs,
contact cloud.team@KCOM.com.
Our team of cloud solution architects can help you to get
the most from Azure.

Get in touch:
Call 0800 138 3525
Email cloud.team@kcom.com
Visit www.kcom.com
Twitter @KCOMBusiness

